EVERYWHERE, EVERYONE, EVERY SLIDE SIZES, EVERY TECHNICS, EVERY BUDGET!

The most versatile digital pathology solution

Excilione
The future is now!
Unique Journey to Digital Pathology

**Brightfield Scanning**
- Different objectives: x20, x40, x60 oil
- All sizes (1' x 3" up to 6" x 8")
- Low and High Throughput

**PathScan, Fish**
- Scanning with oil immersion
- Agnostic for probes
- Image analysis on board
- Virtual Z stack
- Multiplex Whole slide scanning

**PathScan, Touch**
- Based on manual microscope
- Low budget
- Second opinion
- Frozen section

**Fluorescence Scanning**
- Single and Multiple colors
- Up to 6 colours
- Whole slide scanning
- Customisable filters

**PathScan, HR**
- High resolution scanning for Brightfield
- x10, x20, x40, x60 oil
- Image analysis on board (Optional)

**Image Analysis**
- Whole slide/ROI
- TMA analysis
- Brightfield/Fluorescence/FISH
- Multiplex
- Tissue recognition

**FISH Scanning**
- Scanning with oil immersion
- Image analysis included
- Agnostic for probes
- FISH/Brightfield matching

**PathScan, Combi**
- Combines HR and FISH performance
- FISH and Brightfield matching
- Multiple applications in Fluor/FISH/Multiplex
Histology process

- Staining protocols
- Reading slides
- Sharing platform
- Slide preparation
- Immunostaining protocols
- Image analysis on whole slides or cell culture
- Slide scanning
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